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White, O'Guinn Voted ASUNM Execs

"Gulp!"

Budget Rejected by Students

If The
Shoe Fits
By PAT McARDLE
A dust devil swirls across the mall,

piling ASUNM election leaflets in
drifts against the door of the Union.
More leaflets are thrown to the
ground as fast as they are shoved
into students' hands by three
hard-working coeds.
Posters and pamphlets flap on the
election bulletin board like feathers
on a molting bird. A band plays
under the bell tower to an
enthusiastic crowd, although only
the band members know that their
music is meant to win votes for a
. student government candidate.
Several candidates parade around
the campus in their Sunday best,
introducing themselves to students
who are often surprised to learn that
elections are tomorrow.
"What elections?"
"Student government, dummie."
"Is that so?"
The students of UNM (in actual
fact about 10 percent of them) are
going to the polls today to elect the
people who will decide where their
quarter of a million dollars in
student funds is to be spent next
year.
For some reason this doesn't
strike many students as being very
important. Possibly they have
become disillusioned with a student
government that has seemingly
dissolved into bickering factions. Or
perhaps, just perhaps, apathy has
finally reached a level at which no
amount of posters, buttons, leaflets,
bands or Sunday suits can effect a
cure.

WCC Knocks Laidlaw
To the Editor:
Our intention is to counter the
implication of Sarah Laidlaw's
editorial (April22) that the Women's
Coordinating Center (WCC) members
unreasonably insisted on keeping the
student senators up past their
bedtimes to consider the wee
budget.
The history of our encounters
with the Senate (especially the
budget and Finance Committee) is
one of evasion and secrecy on their
part. Three meetings were scheduled
and cancelled by the committee
without our prior notification. The
committee finally did consider our
request on Sunday, April 18, but
again we were not notified. We were
later allowed (Tuesday) to appear
before them but since our budget
had ruready been cut, the hearing
was only for placation.
Further evidence of the negative
attitude of the committee is a
comment by Sen. Ken White (on
Tuesday) that he was unwilling to
meet our request for $133 for
miscellaneous expenses because he
didn't "know about handing over
$133 to a woman" (unitemized).
At the Senate meeting it was
suggested that we simply come
before Senate some other time, but
considering all the shit we had to go
through this time, that wasn't a
practical alternative. Laidlaw implies
that Sen. Joanne Sanchez was wrong
in persisting with our bill, but
considering that there was no
discussion of it in committee, there
had to be discussion in Senate.
Indeed, a senator is a poor
representative if she holds personal
convenience more important . than
seeing her constituents' bill through.

Lobo
Letter
Policy
The Lobo welcomes letters to
the editor. All letters must be no
longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will
not be considered for
publication. Names will not be
withheld upon request. If a letter
is from a group, please include a
name, telephone number and
address of a group member. The
letter will carry that name, plus
the name of the group.
The Lobo will publish letters
as space and the number of
letters received allows.
The Lobo also welcomes
Bernas. Bernas are unsolicited,
signed guest editorials which do
not necessarily reflect the
editorial policy of The Lobo, or
the policy of ASUNM, GSA or
UNM. Bernas may be any length,
but may be cut due to space
limitations.
l
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letters

Kathleen Winslow for Women's
Coordinating .ce~t,er -~~mbers
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Loy Endorsement
To the Editor:
We have served with David Loy as
student senators and would like to
present to the general student body
the opinions we have formed from
that experience. We realize how
difficult it is for students to learn
about their elected ASUNM
representatives and we hope that our
experience will be of some benefit in
helping students to decide who is
best qualified for the office of
ASUNM president.
David Loy cannot be labeled
politically; he does not represent any
particular interest but is in fact a rare
animal in that regard. Although it
has become a cliche, Loy sincerely
wants to bring all segments of the
University together and his past
actions in student government are
the best proof of this. When tempers
flared, as they always seem to do in
Senate meetings, Loy has always
remained rational. and above all, fair.
In the area of experience, David
Loy excels the greatest. Although
the other candidates are sincere and
capable, most of ASUNM's present
ills can be traced to wellintentioned but inexperienced
people in office. His diligent and
hard work in sponsoring and working
for the success of ASUNM's few
outstanding programs speaks very
highly for him, and these include the
Fr~e University, People's Park and
the Committee on Statistics and
Research.
We feel justified in saying that if
someone were to ask any ASUNM
representative who has served with
David Loy, he would be unlikely to
hear anything but exemplary reports
of Loy's impartiality, dedication and
ability.
Kerry Sullivan .
Lou Storm
Sig Olsen

Spoon Feeding
To the Editor:
This is in regard to Lee Horner's,
the ASUNM attorney general,
nosition on student elections. He
~ants a five day election
guaranteeing everybody a chance to
vote. He says that the elections
committee is guilty of inexcusable
inefficiency.
I want to ask him some questions.
In the past election the largest voting
body wasn't even a third of the
student body. I was wondering if the
attorney general was going to stand
on the mall during his five day
election and grab people by the hand
and take them to the voting
machines? Ah, but while he is
grabbing one person three or four or
five or more will get away. I wonder
if he thought of this. At the end of
his election we can have a big
assembly in the Arena and check
IQ 's to make sure everyone has
voted, and he can tell some John
Doe or Mary Smith who hasn't voted
that the election won't be valid
unless he personally votes. Maybe
with past regular statistics on campus
election voting we can get everyone
to vote in about 10 or 11 days but it
doesn't matter though, because we
got everyone to vote, right Horner?
I am a candidate for an ASUNM
Senate position and I can't see how
spoon feeding is going to get that
many more people to vote. There are
twice as many machines this year.
Last spring election, which was two
days and supposedly got everyone
who wanted to vote without turning
anyone away when the polls closed,
could be handled with the greatest of
ease with this amount of machines,
and this was quote- unquote "a big
turn-out in a student election," but
we mustthinkof who might vote and
then he can tell all the candidates to
go to hell because he wants it this
way and has the power to do it.
Each candidate at least works for
two weeks, puts everything else
aside, doing as little as possible of
anything else to get ready for a one
day election. School is neglected. As
much time as possible is put into a
campaign, and it's centered on that
one day, but now Horner wants to
make it five days. I hope while he is
studying and doing what he has to
do he thinks of us candidates who
are taking the time to run, and say to
himself, "am I really worth it?"
Louis Mascarenas

..
Medals, Et Al.

War
medals and
commendations became just a pile
of litter in the Washington D.C.
streets as Vietnam Veterans
Against the War threw away their
military honors as part of protests
against the war in Indochina. The
decorations were delivered to
President Nixon in a body bag,
used for shipping casualties back
home.

Ken White and Jack O'Guinn After him came John D. Gonzales,
won their bids for ASUNM 312, and Leslie Burger, 271.
president and vice-president
Callaway told The Lobo she
yesterday, by margins of 134 and will contest the election and will
891 votes, respectively.
issue a statement today.
The new executives were
White and O'Guinn said they
handed the first problem of their had no theories of why the budget
administration as the student was defeated.
body killed the 1971·72 budget,
Intramural and recreation
722 yes, 978 no.
funding was the budget item the
White must now make two were most closely questioned
presidential recommendations on on during the campaign, said
a new budget, send it through the White. "Most of the people who
Finance Committee and then expressed an opinion on it were in
present it to Senate for final favor of funding," he said.
debate and ratification.
Neither of the newly·elected
A special election will be called officers said they knew who
for student approval of the new posted placards calling for the
budget.
budget's defeat all over the
· White and O'Guinn said they campus. White said he would like
are confident they can draw up "a to find out.
more acceptable to the students"
White said he want to meet
budget before the semester ends. with all concerned groups "so we
A revised constitution was can get to the r.oot of the problem
approved in yesterday's that caused the defeat of the
referendum, 1168 yes, 469 no.
budget."
Since White and O'Guinn
"Jack and I are both members
vacate Senate seats by their of the Finance Committee," said
White. "We know what the
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll problems are."
While the budget was voted
Vote Tallies
down by 256, the constitution
passed by a margin of 665.
President
This, said White, proved there
White .................. 1038
Loy ..... , .............. 904 were specific issues in the budget,
Callaway ................ 618 and not just general dissatisfaction
with Senate which killed the fiscal
plan.
"The problem is not in feeling
Vice President
against
Senate, but in the
O'Guinn ................ 1408
budget,"
he
said.
Johnson ................. 517
Gonzales ................ 312
Burger .•.....•.......... 271
Budget
Yes ....•.......•........ 722
No ............•........ 97 8
Constitution
Yes ......•............. 1168
No ..................... 469
lilllllllllllll:llillllllllllllllllllllllllliiiiiiii!IIIIIIIIIIIJ:IIIIIIIIIIIIIIlillllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllll

election, 12 Senators were
elected- not 10, as planned
originally.
New Senators are Dennis Ray,
1407 · Dave Bruer, 1355; Janice
Arnoid 1372; Jon Smith, 1306;
Charl~s Hickam, 1292; Anita
Looney, 1249; Arlene Cinelli,
1234· Roger Chavez, 1135; Dolly
Juare~, lOBS; Ben Prinkey 1072;
Dale Koogler, 1055 and J.D.
Herrera, 1050.
.
.
Runners·up in the prestdentml
race are David Loy, 904, and
Linda Callaway, 618.
Sam Johnson ran second for
vice president with 517 votes.

O'Guinn, who will preside over
Senate mPAtin_gs as vice president
of ASUNM said he feels the
Senate "needs leadership,"
He called for a permanent
parliamentarian to insure better
organization at the meetings.
Senate has had a parliamentarian
"on and off" this year, he said,
but a full time officer is needed,
O'Guinn said he hopes to hear
opinions on issues from as many
groups on campus as possible.
"I feel I can talk with the
people and get some feedback
going," he said.
Through such discussions, he
said he hopes to find what
students really want.
In a brief acceptance statement
delivered on KUNM last night,
White said he hopes his beaten
opponents will stay in student
government, working in an
advisory capacity.
"I will attempt to unify all the
many factions that are
represented on this campus," he
said.
He promised to work closely
with students and the
administration to evolve "a viable
fiscal policy."
Earlier in Lhe evening a brief
scuffle between an unidentified
man and Susan Hansen, UNM
student who identified herself as a
Callaway supporter took place
shortly after final tabulation of
the election in the Union.

Pre-Registration Stumbles
T award May 1 Deadline

As the deadline draws nearer,
UNM students are still reluctant
to turn in their pre·registration
packets. As of 3 p.m. yesterday,
only 5100 of an estimated 10,000
to 12,000 returning students had
returned the course requested
cards to the record's office.
Assistant Registrar Robert
Weaver reiterated the noon
Saturday deadline.
"We're going ahead with the
new pre-registration system. It
may be a modest start, but.,..t least
we have started. We had hoped for
a better turn out."
Weaver urges every student,
who has even the slightest 'chance
of returning next year to turn in a
course request. The cashier's
office will bill the student later
for classes in which he is actually
enrolled. If the student has since

decided not to return to UNM, he
can just throw the bill and
schedule confirmation away. The
record's office will disenroll him if
the forms are not returned by
Aug. 5.
Students holding their class
cards waiting for the new catalog
should forget it. It will be at least
six more weeks before the catalog
is completed.
If you have any questions
about a class, don't be hesitant
about calling the department
chairman listed in the schedule of
classes. Ir you have questions
concerning filling out the course
request card, call Weaver's office,
2 7 7-2125. If you get hassled
about asking questions, call either
Weaver's office or The Lobo,
277·4202.

Johnny Came Marching Home to Ask-Why?

Vets Fight Against Vietnam War

Local Veteran

Thursday, April29, 1971
'.~.c.
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As a colu m~ of VIetnam
Vet eArans Aga{Il~t thet ~~~~
(VV W) marcle
pas
headquarters for the ~aughters of
the American RevolutiOn on route
to the Capitol last we~k, a wom~,n
called from the sidewalk,
I
wonder what this w::l do to the
morale of the troops.
.
And o!Hi of the marchers
replied, "We are the troops."
For the mo~t par~, the
occupation forces m Washmgton,
D.C. for Operation pewey
Canyon III were well recmved by
the civilians.
"We wouldn't have been able to
function without t h em, " sat'd
John Mateczun, one of the UNM
PicLures by Steve Cleavenger
An Albuquerque veteran vets.
Citizens of Washington gave thE>
protesting the war in !ndo?~ina,
veterans
food, money, free
Bob Maland; wcats hts mthtary
transportation and offered
fatigues and battle ribbons with
housing when an inj~nction was
other demonstrating ex·soldiers.
issued against . campmg on the
The "temporary incursion" into
Capitol
Mall, satd Mateczun.
the nation's capitol, code named
The
five·day
"limited incursion
· Operation Dewey Canyon III, was .
into the land of Congress" was
staged by the vets i!l pr~tcst to
not marred by violence.
the U.S. presence m Vtetnam,
The 1100 lobbying ex·soldiers
Laos and Cambodia.

· ta ed
s
Y .

grouped

in

state

de~~$:·~~~-

everything together,"
VVAW
. ber Gordon
s~I.
"
mem
Gilhes. We ate together, slept
togeth.er,, worked together.··
everythmg.
·
'd.

ro~e:~~~h ~~~ito~se~li~~~~~~

~l~erson

and Joseph M. Montoya
d Representatives Manuel Lujall
:~d Harold Runnels.
"We didn't expect any firm
mmitments "said Mateczun.
co The conferences were held
bee use "we feel we know things
the a Pentagon will never tell the
Senator " said Gillies.
• • We' feel Congress was
responsive to us," said Mateczun,
"but the administration wasn't."
Friday, as Dewey Canyon III
wound down to a stop, combat
veterans threw their· n:e.dals,
commendations and ~uhtary
papers of all sorts ~:m the sidewalk
in front of. the Capitol.
"Throwmg my medals ,aw~y
meant a great deal to me, . sa1d
Gillies. "I don't thi~k it ';?eant as
much to most Amencans.

The whole operation, said
Gillies was designed to inform
peopl~ of what is happening in
Vietnam.
"We don't want the people to
vote in June without knowing
what we had to tell them," said
Gillies "It would have been a
crimin.al act for us to stay quiet."
Viet~am Veterans -:'-gainst f:he
War w!ll hold a special mee~mg
tonight at 7:30p.m. in the Umon,
room 250-C to t~lk about the
march on Washington, D.C.,
~peration Dewey Cany<?n !II· All
mterested. students are m~1ted to
t a 1k w 1 th the Washmgton
m_a_r_c_h_e_r_s._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
....
1

Bauin Resigns
Ronald Baum, director
of the Union, told The
Lobo Wednesday that he
resigned about a month
ago, effective June 30,
1971.
He declined to
comment further except
to say it was "for personal
reasons."
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Unique Philosophy Class Taught in Spanish

'Ser Chicano' Course Continues
The instmctor and students of
a freshman-level philosophy
course being taught in Spanish at
UNM are pleased with the class
· and it will be offered again next
year.
·
Edward Tafoya, a philosophy
Ph.D. candidate, who teaches the
class, said students have written
three papers so far during the
semester.
Each has dealt with Spanish
philosopher Jose Ortega y Gasset's
method of perspectivism which
has been u~ed "in trying to
analyze the philosophical
implications of being a Chicano,"
Tafoya explained.
The course title is Analisis del
Ser Mexicano y El Ser. Chicano, or
in English, Analysis of Being
Mexican and Being Chicano.
"Ortega y Gasset believed there
are six basic forces which persons
automatically fall into when they
are born and these become
problems of the person's life and
generation," Tafoya said.
These six forces are:
nationalism, religion, forms of
prestige, family make-up, forms
and styles of pleasure and

economic thrust.
liked students who do not have a
One of the major themes which Chicano background in the class,
the students have developed and Tafoya said the class "would
during the semester is a criticism be enrich~d by having various
of cultl.(ral nationalism, Tafoya nationalities."
said. This results in segregation
The class was limited to one
tendencies, which are undesirable general ethnic group-Chicanothe students believe, Tafoya this semester since it is operating
continued.
·
on an experimental basis.
Tafoya said the students also
The class number is philosophy
have told him the class has helped 100·009 and it will meet at 12:30
them develop a "broader scope" p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays
into answering the question next semester, Tafoya will again
"What am I?" Students said they be the instructor.
feel this has helped them in other
classes they are taking at UNM,
Tafoya added.
Correspondence Courses
17 students are in the
P 1· o spective teachers can
three-semester-hour class. Fifteen
are native New Mexicans, with complete many of their
Spanish-American ancestory, and professional education courses in
two are natives of Mexico, Tafoya their own homes by enrolling in
part of UNM's 13 correspondence
said.
However, next semester any courses in education,
student who can speak, read and
A bulletin listing
write Spanish will be allowed in correspondence courses may be
class.
obtained by writing to the
Students have mentioned this Independent Study Branch, UNM,
semester that they would have Albuquerque 87106,

Columbia's Ann
Diamond Presentation
Tonight and Fri. 'tilg:oo PM-Sat. 6:ooPM

Please ask for your free copy of Columbia's
Brides' Book when you come in to Beauchamp Jewelers to view the entire line of
Columbia Diamond Rings and Imperial
Wedding Bands. This exclusive showing
will be held for three days only: Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday of this week . .,

~~Po
jEWELERS

(across Menaul from Coronado Center)

268-4480

Matt Walsh

Air Force Press Tour
Given Limited Briefing

6609

MENAUL BLVD.,

By ARLENE CINELLI
with were all career officers."
"The U.S. Ai:r Force sponsored
He said political issues were
press tour of two of its bases carefully avoided at both bases.
turned out to be a surface "The Calley trial and Vietnam war
skimmed picture of the military were not even mentioned." The
with discussions limited to drug problem also seemed to be
Travelstead, vice president for pre-determined topics," said Matt evaded, as though it were
academic affairs; Nathaniel Walsh, who represented both non-existent, he said. However,
Wollman, dean of the college of KUNM radio and The Lobo.
while in Ohio, Walsh said he heard
Walsh made the tour along with a news broadcast which said, "The
arts and sciences; George Springer,
graduate school dl'an; politieal eight . other New Mexico press, director of the Ohio Bureau of
science faculty members and radio and TV representatives.
Drug Abuse said yesterday that
The purpose of the tour was to Wright-Patterson AFB may be
students.
Chairman of the visfting provide briefings on the activities responsible for Dayton's high rate
committee is Karl Deutsch, of Hanscom Field, situated in of drug abuse."
professor of government at Bedford, Mass. and
When this was mentioned back
Harvard and a recent president of Wright-Patterson AFB near at the base, Walsh said the base
the American Political Science Dayton, Ohio, Walsh said.
officials denied the allegations.
"The tour began with an Capt. Greece, the public
A~sociation.
His books includE! "Nationalism orientation meeting to acquaint information officer at
and Social Communication," the press with the Air Force Wright-Patterson, said, "The drug
"The Nerves of Government," Systems Command (AFSC). The problem was no more than usual."
"Arms Control and the Atlantic AFSC consists of different Walsh said he was left with the
Alliance," and "The Analysis of organizations which help to impression that the root of the
International Relations." He also advance aerospace technology in drug problem was not the military
is co-author of the "World order to acquire superior but due t-o outside agitators. He
Handbook of Political and Social aerospace systems and material argued that there appeared to be a
needed to accomplish the Air discrepancy betw~>en that
Indicators."
Other members are Richard Force mission," Walsh said.
statement and a recent Air Force
Two officers from Kirtland magazine which had
Fagen, Stanford University;
William S. Livingston, University accompanied the press acknowledged the alarming
of Texas at Austin; and Allan representatives throughout the proportions of drug abuse in the
Sindler, University of California, tightly scheduled tour. The press military. The magazine stated,
representatives were frequently "Drugs now affect all strata of
Berkeley.
briefed on AFSC activities dealing society, including the military.
with communications and flight Across the land, and overseas,
New Mexico Lobo
dynamics.
where young Americans in
"The two bases were very uniform are operating,
Vol. 74
No. 129
similar," said Walsh. "We stayed pill-popping, acid-dropping,
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
in hotels in nearby cities, and did pot-smoking and worst of all, the
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
not stay on base except to hear use of heroin have reached
Editorial Phone (505) 277the lectures delivered by alarming proportions."
4102,277-4202
personnel from each division. At
Walsh said he inquired into a
times, we did dine with the higher couple of subjects which were
The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the Uniranking officers, but as soon as we labeled classified information.
versity Year by the Board of Student
finished we were immediately One of the questions dealt with
Publications of the Associated Students
of the University or New Mexico. and is
escorted to the bus and taken the progress on low flying planes
not financially associated with UNM.
back to our hotels. The and the other was about the
Second class postage paid at Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87106. Subscription
transportation provided by the e I e c tronic battlefield. The
rate is $7 for the ""ademic year.
Air
Force was tightly planned," electronic battlefield is a device
The opinions expressed on the edi..
torial pages of The Lobo are those o£
commented Walsh.
which detects moving objects and
the author solely. Unsigned opinion in
"The lowest ranking official we destroys them by remote control.
that of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily repra:;ents the views
were allowed to talk to," Walsh Questions were brought Up on the
of the Associated Students or the Unisaid, "was a first lieutenant. Most restrictions on enlisted soldiers.
versity of New Mexico.
of the people we came in contact ''Soldiers are not usually that
restricted, they answered, but
sometimes they must be told what
·not to say." "Most of the military
personnel were over 45," Walsh
For Your Spring & Summer
said, ''and they seemed to be
briefed on what to say."
Fun-Relaxation-Exercise
He said some of the projects
currently being worked on by the
Frisbees, Kites, Jumping-ropes, Tennis
AFSC deal with human
engineering,
which tests man's
Rackets & Balls, Ping-pong Bats & Balls,
ability
to
function
in space ..They
Badminton Rackets & shuttlecocks
also delve into medical research
directly applied to combat.
Along with these projects the
Games-Models-Toys-Novelties
Air Force also tries to ·fight
pollution. "Although we were
&
able to see most of their AFSC
plants," said Walsh, "we were
3500 Central S.E. Nob Hill Shopping Center
informed right before leaving
Hanscom Field that there was not
enough time to see the pollution
power plant."

*

"The Unusual as Usual''
TELEPHONE

WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)-A the public controversy
strong challenge to the surrounding the earlier action, and
controversial Federal clarified several points. It labelled
Communications Commission broadcaster fears that each record
(FCC) decision a<;! vising radio would have to be reviewed hefore
stations on possible pro-drug · being aired "erroneous."
lyrics in rock music programming
However, the revision denied a
has arisen here in recent weeks.
request by the Pacific Foundation
Although turned down in stations to set aside the original
Federal District Court, several disc decision.
jockey's and station managers
Lawyer Weston said hours
affected by the FCC ruling are before the revision statement was
appealing to the Circuit Court of issued that anything but a reversal
Appeals. They contend that the by the commission would be
FCC decision, which scored lyrics unacceptable to the First
that "glorify or promote" the use Amendment issues involved.
of illegal drugs, constitutes
Meanwhile, Metromedia News
censorship.
staff correspondent Bob Hughes
Their lawyer, Tracy Westen, has obtained a list of songs that
says the commission ruling is a violate the drug lyric
"serious threat to freedom of ·;recommendation from an FCC
speech."
·staff member. Commission
The FCC issued a revision to spokesmen say that the list h!ls no
the March 5 notice on April 16 in official status, however.
response to a nationwide furor
Ittcluded on the list were such
caused by the original decision. anti-drug songs as the Beatles' "A
The revised statement lamented Little Help from My Friends,"

Danforth Group Evaluates
UNM Pol Sci Department

A Danforth Visiting Committee
will be at UNM Thursday to
Saturday for an evaluation of
UNM's department of political
science.
It will be the 14th visit to UNM
by a Danforth committee
composed of specialists qualified
to make recommendations for the
improvement of an academic area
at the University.
The group will meet with Ferrel
Heady, UNM president; Chester

~

Broadcasters Appeal FCC 'Pro-Drug Lyrics' Decision
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Jefferson Airplane's ''White
Rabbit" (lyrics taken from Lewis
Carroll's Alice in Wonderland),
"Acid Queen" by the Who, and
"The Pusher" by Steppenwolf.
"The Pusher" is used in a National
Institute of Mental Health
anti-drug film.
Plaintiffs in the case include
two college radio stations,
WYBC-FM at Yale University in
Connecticut and KUOP·FM at the
University of the Pacific in
Stockton, California.
Also involved in the suit are
Steve Leon, who was fired from
WDAS · FM in Philadelphia for
airing a discussion of the FCC
ruling that included lyric
examples; John Gorman and
Kenneth Currier, who were fired
from WNTN·AM in Newton,
Mass., for playing a song not
approved by the station's
management; and the National
Coordinating Council on Drug
Abuse Education and Information

whose anti-drug film "It Takes A
Lot of Help" has Beatie song
"With A Little Help from My
· Friends" as its theme.
All of the songs on the
"unofficial" Commission list of
lyrics except two were mentioned
as examples of pro-drug
programming by Vice President
Spiro Agnew in a September,
1970, speech in Las Vegas.
The Agnew speech coincided
with the start of "mixed-media"
briefings on drug abuse by
Pentagon staffers at the White
House. Two or three conferences
were held at the executive
mansion for media executives
which included a pep talk by
President Nixon.
Commissioner Nicholas
Johnson, dissenting from the FCC
decision, raised questions about
the motivation behind the
drug-lyric move.
Johnson asks why there has

been no attention to
alcohol-"the number one drug
abuse problem in this country,"
And about drug advertising: "Why
do the majority choose to ignore
these gray flannel pushers?
"The answer to these questions
is simple: the exclusive concern
with song lyrics is in reality an
effort to harass the youth culture,
a crude attempt to suppress the
anti-establishment music of the
counter-culture and the
'movement'.~,

Johnson termed the ruling, "a
thinly veiled political move. This
administration has for reasons
best known to the President,
chosen to divert the American
people's attention to 'the drug
menace,' and away from problems
like: the growing Southeast Asia
war, racial prejudice, inflation,
unemployment, hunger·, poverty,
education, growing urban blight
and so forth."

wlla::l====·-ttJIII:I==Author

Gives Perspective
On Land Grant Problems

7

"THE ROLE OF THE LAND located on the extensive San
GRANT IN THE SOCIAL Miguel del Bado land grant; (3) it
ORGANIZATION AND SOCIAL was in the center of a wide
PROCESSES OF A SPANISH· Spanish-Mexican culture area; ( 4)
AMERICAN VILLAGE IN NEW it was sufficiently isolated from
MEXICO"- Olen E. Leonard Anglo influence (p, 156 ). After
(Calvin Horn Publishing I $6.50). lengthy research on the history of
This book has a different this small village, Leonard lived
perspective on the enduring there for seven months in 1940.
problems of land grants in New For an outsider's judgment, his
Mexico. Its author, Olen E. background was ample.
Leonard, · is a distinguished and
Leonard found an impoverished
versatile scholar whose penchant community but one with a fervent
for rural sociology has taken him pride distilled from decades of
to a variety of U.S. and Latin quiet development. All the
American universities,
trappings of a "depressed area"
His reason for burdening the were present: high infant
market with yet another work on mortality, squalid housing, poor
this subject is that other studies nutrition, destitute schools, tiny
have "all but ignored" the social agricultural holdings, damaging
Eltori John, pianist, composer
effects of the land grant system cultivation practices, rattle-trap
Elton John
and rock showman, will llppear at
and its chronic disruptions. Of machinery and few men or
the UNM Arena May 15. Tickets
that, I am not convinced; but his women with professional skills.
are $3.
book is a significant contribution
He then describes, with
in its primary focus on social empathy and care, how the
Even the generation gap has a (Leonard) acquired a deep
causation.
extended family served as the place. "We worked much harder appreciation of the scientific
"The Role of the Land Grant" socializing mechanism and the than the boys do now," the oldest
was Leonard's Ph.D. dissertation church as educator and confidant. inhabitant contended, a phrase attitude" do not belong in a
in 1943. At the end of his search He explores the community's which occupies a plac~ of serious work.
The introduction by Calvin
.for an engaging subject (a relationship to the land along with prominence in many
3025 CENTRAL NE 255-4851
Horn,
president of the UNM
continuing plague of graduate the ways that this often bleak conversations between modern
Board
of
Regents, brings us up to
students), he chose the village of environment had shaped customs. parents and students.
date on El Cerrito. He computes
El Cerrito in the upper Pecos Throughout the description, the
The author's stake in sociology
watershed of northern New author displays a bitterness about to the contrary, the best parts of the village's loss of population
most graphically: "In 1940 there
Mexico. His criteria seem the hopeless agrarian poverty of the book are historical accounts.
were
20 families comprising 136
reasonable enough: (1) everyone El Cerrito, but it is tinged with a Desiring to populate the area, the
people.
Today, there are only two
spoke Spanish there; (2) it was nostalgia for its aesthetic richness Spanish government was liberal in
families consisting of six people,"
and for the genuine hospitality of land grants: the San Miguel del
But where are these unfortunate
families and their healthy concern Bado (1794) was 315,000 acres, A descendants now? A sketch of at
petition to the U.S. Surveyor least one family since 1940 would
for relatives and citizens.
This is a secure world, though General in 1857 sought legal add depth to Leonard's
one which tragically remembers recognition for the San Miguel del
descriptions.
grandeur of the past in ways Bado grant. The Court of Private
The main problem, however, is
characteristic of rural reflections: Land Claims reduced the Grant's
that the book still bears the stamp
"Old timers in the village still talk amount to 5,024 acres in 1904. El
SCHWINN LADIES' VARSITY SPORT
of a dissertation. Its organization
of the yesterdays when life was Cerrito got 117 acres, only the
and expression are often directly
much easier." "The dances they land which was privately owned. from the style sheet of the
o Lightweight frame
have now-" said one such old Their common grazing lands were timeless graduate school. It is
o 1 0-speed derailleur gears
timer, "they are nothing." "Those gone, later to be fenced and
recognizable in any age. Also, the
o Sprocket style
were the good old days when we belligerently defended. by the new author is redundant and
chainguard
were prosperous and Anglo owners.
sometimes contradictory. For
gears
After this sympathetic account, instance, on page 102 he asserts
independent."
the reader is mystified by that "soon after the establishment
Leonard's statement that "there is (of the Surveyor General) claims
~Here's lhe bike designed for the serious
~c;ycling girl~ who went ''more' from their
little doubt that the office of of Spanish and Mexican titles
FUN
~bike than just a ride around the block.
Surveyor General and later the began to ,Pour in," and yet later
~ 10-speed gears Ihat eat up the miles
Court of Private Land Claims that "numerous grantees were
I eflorlleuly drop handfebars~ lporls sad ..
1V•'t!t this coupon
attempted
to confirm all bona reluctant to file their claims."
clle, dvol position broke levers and a
fide
grants."
First, the time taken
number of other features packed into
Still, "The Role of the Land
for the decision was shameful.
this oolstanding bike. Drop in for a test
Grant" is worth perusing for
Also, I always thought that "bona another reason. This is a solid
ride and find out for yourself what a
l:v.,ry Tue. 5.6 PM
difference a Schwinn makes!
fide" meant "in good faith," but study of the social effects when
the Court seems to have translated one system of land use is
Pizza
Slices
15¢
it
as "in private hands" or "in disrupted by new people, wealthy
10 speed trainer
clear language."
and powerful, who come as
Dancing Every Nite
Although "The Role of the· strangers into the land, Nothing
Phone 265·2757
available
Land Grant" reveals many sharp
Central at University
insights,
there are some glaring could be more contemporary.
4515 Menaul Blvd. N.E.
FUN
detractions. The preface by T. Now, white and middle class New
.
Mexicans are gradually being
Lynn Smith, a "well known rural
sociologist," is superficial and threatened in their remote
pedantic. His statements such as security from the nation's urban
troubles. Suburbs are climbing up
"in the course of doing this he
the Sandias. Paper mills are
anxious to locate on the scenic
Rio Grande. Citizens are aghast as
the wilderness sprouts
smokestacks and people. Here
they come to defile the virginity
of "our New Mexico. The New
Mexico Undevelopment
Commission and ecology groups
Take your time picking and choosing. When one ring is just as beautiful as all the
are concrete expressions of a deep
others, we expect you to linger a little longer. Oh, yes ... they're aii 14 Karat goid, too.
resentluent on various levels of
seriousness and expertise,
Togetherness Is
Perhaps the butchering ethnic
~....r~,
A Diamond Duo
of
the subdividers, who boast to
A Zales Exclusive
Californians that "you can make
money in New Mexico even if you
is coming
can't spell 'Albuquerque,'" is a
6Diamonds
touch of divine justice.
His $24.50
His $97.50
Bill Pickens

•

You can afford it while
you're still young enough to enjoy it.

*
ree

92.95
1

*Coke
With Every
Meal

OKIE'S

1

lOc BEER

·~,._)9,,.,,...,..~

peqasus

I

II

Hers$21.50

Hers $97.50

lODiamonds

His $55.00
Hers$47.50

His $195
Hers $195

3 CONVENIENT WAYS TO CHARGE:
• Custom Charge o Revolving Charge • Master Charge

%ALES®
JEWELERS

Student Accounts Invited
Downtown 318 Central SW Five Points Shopping Center
Open 10 AM-6 PM Fri. 10 AM-9 PM
Winroc::k Open 10 AM-9 PM Sat. Open 10 AM-6 PM
Page 4
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X

Having the want is one thing. Having the
wherewithal is another. The trouble with being
young is that all too often you have the one
without the other.

36"

PHOTO

But the 1971 MG Midget is something else again.
Here is a true sports car for under $2500*the lowest price you can pay for the real thing.
ln this case the real thing includes a racewinning 1275 c.c. engine. Racing-type rack-andpinion steering (2.33 turns lock to lock) for cool,
crisp driving. Heavy-duty suspension for
superb road-hugging. Disc brakes up front for
straight-line, non-fade stops. Twin reclining
bucket seats. And full sports car instrumentation
with an electric tach.

POSTERS
Giant 24" x 36" Black
and White Poster of
your Favorite Picture.
Just send your black
nnd white or color snapshot for Speedy One
Wee~

Service.

$398 eac h

Which only goes to show that, even though MG
has been engineering sports cars for over 40
years, there's no generation gap. For the name
of your nearest Austin-MG dealer and
information about overseas delivery, dial
(800) 631-1971 except in New Jersey
Where the nUmber is (800) 962-2803.'
rl~.
Calls are toll-free, of course.
*Manufacturer's suggested retail price. Does not include transportation charges, dealer
preparation, state and local taxes. if any. British Leyland Motors Inc., Leonia, N.J. 07605.

3 posters of same
$10.00

a

-------------COUPON----------NAME _________________________
ADDRESS ______________________________
NUMBER ORDERED _______

SRJp'l"
PHOTG

AMT.ENCLOSED--------~

5604 MENAUL SLVD,. N.EL
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87110
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BYV Golf Tourney

Lobo Nine Racl< Aggies; UTEP Next

Pre views WAC Final
N<O>w Mexico's golf team may
· want to retum to Scotland instead
of traveling to Provo, Utah for the
BYU Golf Classic,
Coach Dick McGuire's Lobos
took medalist honors and second
in the team standings in the St.
Andrews International several
weeks ago but since then have
failed to place among the leaders
in later tourneys entered. New
Mexico had to settle for ninth in
last week's Sun. Devil
Intercollegiate with Ron Ault
shooting 233 for ninth among the
individuals.
Six UNM golfers will be entered
in the two day meet in Provo, a
tourney dominated by host
Brigham Young for the past
several years, Last year Andy
Boyd shot a 217 to pace the
Lobos to a second place finish 10 strokes behind the pace set by
BYU. McGuire will enter Boyd, AI
Lovato, Paul Simson, Ault, Bob
Kelly and complete his entry list
from the trio of Greg Harmon,
Dave Newquist or Jack Sommers.

Ron Adair, batting, did double duty in Tuesday's doubleheader
against New Mexico State. Adair won the second game of the two
game series by pitching a 12-2 win over the hapless Aggies and
played first base in th<O> first game.
'

Adair
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Sigma Chi fraternity will
sponsor its annual Derby Days
games April 28-May 1.

I
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Derby Days

lk:opy

Students Sponsor Draft Course

......
Photo by Chuck FeU

k0rner
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SIMMS BUilDING
247·4406

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit

Redvction Work-Redvc" from ony siz" up to 14" by 18" down to 8W' ;c 11
Computer prfntouts, engineering drawings, accounting worksheefs, organizatir::m
::J,ar1s, oversized periodicals and book~.

POPEJOY HALL
AND THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMI"ITE~

PRESENT

DANCE THEATER

Saturday, May 1-8:15 P.M.
UNM Students with Act. Cards

J4

Price

Lecture-Demonstration Friday,
April 30, 4:oo P.M.

Free to the Public
Telephone 277-31 21

''When I was
a child,
I thought
as a child;
now that I'm

a man I still
think
as a
child.''
Dennis Hopper

Head Coach Rudy Feldman
completes his spring football drills
here Saturday when the UNM
varsity clashes with the alumni in
the annual Cherry-Silver Game
scheduled for 2 p.m. at University
Stadium.
The alumni team will be headed
by 12 seniors from last season's
7-3 team including Dallas Cowboy
draftees fullback Sam Scarber and
defensive tackle Rodney Wallace.
Scarber broke school records for
single season rushing and scoring
last season when he finished his
final year with a 961 yards
rushing and 13 touchdowns for 78
points.
The alumni will also have the
services of Atlanta Falcon tackle
Dave Hettema (1965) and Denver
Bronco defensive end Paul Smith
(1967). The oldest member will
be 19 54 All American Larry
White, now a prominent dentist in
Hobbs. White was the co-captain
of the 1954 Lobo team 'and held
the UNM career record for
interceptions (11) unW last season
when Jay Morrison broke the
mark with 15. Morrison is one of
the 12 1971 graduating seniors
that will be in the alum lineup.
Record setting Terry Stone will
share the quarterback duties with
last season's back-up signal caller
Frank Gorman. Stone has most of
New Mexico's passing marks
including 218 of 483 attempts for
2715 yards in his two seasons at
New Mexico.
Feldman's potent Wishbone Y
offense will be directed by
All-WAC candidate Rocky Long,
while the defense will center
around All-WAC linebacker
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IMPROVE GRADES :
Improve Grades Whll11 Devatlnl

The Same Amount Of Time To Study

USE STUDY SOUNDS

lncrense Your Coneentratlot1 And Improve
Your Comprehenslan, Study At A F'astar Ante.

Houston Ross. Long is only 29
yards shy of the school record for
total offense in a career.
Quarterback Stan Quintana
collected 2,666 yards in 1963·65
while Long now has 2,638 with a
season remaining.
Long will have two of the top
rushers in the league handling the
halfback slots. Fred Henry set a
WAC sop]:tomore rushing record
last season with 829 yards while
Nate McCall was credited with
716 yards:
The loss of Scarber leaves a big
hole in the backfield but Rich
Diller and Pat Gallagher appear to
be the logical choices to fill the
gap. In last week's scrimmage,
Diller picked up 137 yards in 23
trips as the Whites defeated the
Reds 32-17. The rushing honors
went to McCall- he had 195
yards on 14 carries inciuding
scoring runs of 29 and 69 yards.
Varsity assistant coach Gary
Sloan is in charge of the alumni
team and hopes to swell the ranks
before the end of the week. Sloan
had a 27 man roster on Monday
and is still rounding up ex-Lobos
for the annual contest. "I am still
after several graduates and hope
to add to the roster before the
game. We always add a few on
Friday," said Sloan.
Sloan will have nine other 1971
graduates playing for the alumni,
which includes Mike Carpenter,
Jerry Buckner, Phil Franczyk,
Frank Gorman, Ernest Mallory,
Stan Moseley, Henry Noe, Rick
Savale, and Dennis Timpe from
last fall's 7·3 squad.
197 o graduates or earlier,
besides those mentioned above
are, John . Wall (1958 ), Dennis
Tidwell (1963), Gary Repetto
(1965), Dennis Good (1965)
Dennis Marr (1966), Carl Jackso~
(1966), Joe Casas (1967), Joe
Presente (1968 ), Jack Pautsch
(1968), Julius Koziol (1969) and
Dave Harris (1968 ).
Sloan will have two
quarterbacks, two fullbacks, two
tight ends, two defensive ends
three offensive tackles, thrc~
linebackers, thre~ centers, one
safety, one defensrve tackle and a
lot of desire.

ELECTRONICALLY PRODUCED SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS TO HAPPEN

oenn1s HOPPeR
is THe AmeRican oaeameR
His own life, filmed as he lives it.
A Film By LAWRENCE SCHILLER and L. M. KIT CARSON
Distributed by Corda Productions, Inc. and EYR Programs
Ongmal Soundltack on Med1arls Records

ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
for reservations call 277-5528

April
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Student Tax Exemptions

Ettershank

Students with jobs who may be
exempt from federal income tax
withholding on their wages this
year should notify their
employers.
Working students who qualify
under the Lax laws for exemption
from withholding should fill in
and submit a Withholding
Exemption Certificate to their
employer by May 1. Exemption
certificates filed for 1970 expire
April 30, 1971.

Australian biologist George
Ettershank will speak on his
research of the Australian
meat-ant at the biology building,
room 139 April 30, at 9:30a.m,
Ettershank earned his
undergraduate and master's
degrees from the University of
Queensland and his doctorate at
Cornell University. He is presently
on a study leave from the
department of zoology, Monash
University, Melbourne, to do
research at New Mexico State
University at Las Cruces,

Only 3 Days Left
The deadline for returning
pre-registration cards is noon, May
1. If you are planning to return to
UNM next fall, and want at least a
chance to get the classes you
want you must pre-register.
Mate;ial should be mailed, or
dropped by the administration
building (Scholes Hall), room 108.

28~29

7-1.0 p.m.

PUias.a SpecifY
8 Tr.ack Taper. Cassatte, Or LP Record
Send Check or MOnDY Orrlor- $9,9.5 Each
lnc:lude 75c Handling nnd Poslaga
Sound Concepts, Inc., - Bo)( 3852
Charlottosyllle, Va, 22902

There is a wide difference
between true courage and mere
contempt for life,-Cato the Elder

SHE LIKES TO GO

Tamshe

S~tm~
RENTS TUXEDOS
COAT and TROUSERS $6.50

doors open 6:30-9:30

SOUTHWESTERN STATES PREMIER

CLASSIFIED

COMPLETE OUT~Ii $10.00

s~
FIRS! AND
DIAL 247·4347
GOLD.

NEW ME~C~ .LOBO

Fellowships for Minorities.
Students interested in
fellowships for management
careers in public and private
organizations can get information
at the Chicano Studies Center,
1815 Roma NE.

ADVERTISING

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If nd is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no c:hamte!i the rate is rcduc~d to 5c
per word and the minimum number or
words to 10.

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
205~ afternoons preCcrnbJy or mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

TERMS: Payment must be mndc in full prior to lnscrtfon of advertisement

l)

PERSONALS
EVER'"'S'"'A'"''l""'"'INc:-th:-c-S:::U:-::B::--w""'7ith

HAVE YOU
1500 people around you and felt totally
nlon<' '! Come to Ar.ora. northwest corner
of Mesa Vista, 277-3013.
HELP SAVE AMERICA I J::-o.,-in-t7h-eAmerit>an Vigilnnt<.>S! For inforntntion-buy
and rend The Am<'ricnn Vigilante by
Alaric Drnnden Prc;s, 221 Columbus Ave.
Booton, Mns.•. 02110. $4.9G. G/3
NOT EXACTLY-~THE SORT o£ work
your mother had In mind for you ••• sell
the HAI\D TIMES. Sec Grant at 115 B
Hnrvnrd S,J<:. or call 256-9706. 5/3
-N-O.,;,Tl.._C.,Ec...:-A"""L-L~C-L_A_S_SI~F~iEiJ ADS_m_us_t
be in by 3 p.m. to run the following dny.

2J

LOST & FOUND

LoST\

LI•;U~A CAMi•"'R"'A~A-p-:r!::-1-ol74t""h. $2G
to r("turn evC"rYtlling, $5 if .YOU r<'turn aU

tne film. Ab,olutely no qucstions. 298G!13G.

3J

SEHVICES

BBLLY -::IJ-:A-::N::C:::E:-.-::S:-er""'l.,.--o-:;f-;:G~l-css-o:-n-::s
m!'Cting Tuc::;dny tnorningo or W(."tiO("SevPninv. from .May 4 or .G. N~nr UNM.
2G5-48~1, Eliznboth. G16

PASSPoRT;~opPti~~r-·idtmtificntion

photo:;_ fast nnd inC"XP~nsiYe. Near
UNM. J<:lther call 265-2444, or come to
1717 Girnrd N.r;. 5/·{
SI,WING. REASONABLE. Mnke dresses,
pant suits, nil alterntions. 247•3449. 5/3

41

FORHENT

"'u"'o"'u:c:S:=E:-,-::THHEE BEDROOl>!S, two block;
from University - summ!!r only-266 ..
6139. 5/5

5)

5)

FORSALE

1971 SINGER SEWING MACHINES.
never been used. (7) fully equipped to
-zig-zag- make buttonholes, etc. Thfs js n
first time offer nnd they will go fast nt
$49,95 apiece. We have threaded them
. for your inspection. United li'reight
Sales, 3U20 San Mateo, open 9 to 9. 3/29
1066 MUSTANG GT 2R9. Automatic. Excellent condition. 268-8397 after 6:30
PM. 5/3
DYNA 70 POWER AMP with PM·3X pre
nmp. 2 years old-excellent condition.
242-4445. 4/30
7)

.MISCELLANEOUS

SKIN CITY LEATHER--.,-t-14_1_9_C-::-enlrnl
N.l·~. for fine 1en.therworlt; purses, belts,
wnigtlJelt...q. cholccrs and rnnny other
thing.EJ at fnir prices. G/4
FH!I>NDS OF 'rHE EARTH; 20,000
memb~r.s. tmlitical nc:tion, international
eon.::(>rvation group, which led campaigns
nr,-ninst the Supersonic Transport,
Trans-Alaska PipeHne, and I<;versdndes
jetport: urgently needs volunteers in
the Albuqueffluc office. Will you give 4
hours a weel~ for n. livnblc environment "I
265-!;738. G/4
IF YOU'RE VACATING a house ncar
cnmpus anytime in June or July, please
cive me a call nt 266-naM. 4/30
ELTON JOHN CONCERT MAY-:1~6.'"'T::cl:-:ok
cts nvailable for $3.00 with student I.D.
nt SUB tirket booth. 4/30
THE UNb1 CHILD CARE CO-OP is taking
resumes ior .n. pre-se!'hool supervisor. New
Mexico teaching certification nnd early
childhood experience is preferred. Cnll
277-2518 tor appointment. 4/3D

1968 KAWASAKI 120SS, 6000 miles, ex·
cellent condition. $250.00. 265-8264. 5/5
MUST SELL: 1969 YAMAHA 100 cc.
good "ondition-$200 .or best offe-r. Cnll
277-2969, 5/4
1964 KARMIN GHIA CONVERTIBLE
nnd motor cycle helmet. Cnll 266-D384
after 6:00 P.M. 5/3
MUST SJ<;LL 1970 VW bug r/h ex. cond.
$1600.00. 266-2538. 6/3
NJ<:W AM-~'M CAR radio-$25.00. Complete comp. sterro-$75.00-266-2638. G/3
Ph.D. GOWN, very good condition, $20.00.
Hollywood bed with new matlr.,.s, $36.00.
Cnll before 9 A.M. and ruler 4 P.!ll, 2056306.
TOY POODLES REGISTERED WHITECHAMPAGNil.i. Good pedigree, reason.aule. 247·3H9. 5/3
COMPLI<;Tr~ LINE OF LIGHT WI'JIGH'l'
foods for outduorsmcn. Rich-Moor and
Wilson brnnds. lntroductor sale: ICS!I
IO<;h Fremont's Fine Ii"oods. 560: Coronado Center. G/3
ACK SIJJERIAN HUSKY PUPPY, female
G months, terms 11\'nllnble. 842·6730. 4/30
1
li 1VE NEW S'fJ<jREO--nm~JHncra with AM~
I•'M tnulth>lcx tuner and 4.-apen.kcr sys..
tetn. Hnn inputs for tape nnd pho_no.
$09,95 or terms. United Freight Sales,
3020 Sntl Mateo, open 9 to 9. 4/5
SUMMEH SHIH'l'S-manY colored T-shirts,
sle~vclcsf!, and string lmitq, $1.[)0 to
$12.00. Lobo Men's' Shop, 2120 Central
SJoJ,
~'IIREE NEW 1971 stereo consol"" corn•
pletc wJth Jnrgc delux Gerrard c:hnnger
and 4-spcnlcer system. $87.50 ench or
tc•·ms. United Freight Sales, 3920 San
Mateo, open 9 to 9, 4/li
SELBCT GlWUP OF DELL BOTTOMS
and Jlnfrs-only $5, I.obo Men's Sho]l,
2120 Central S.E. 4/23
J!1ANllELI~r3"in cllsizes. No'" nt
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Centrnl SE,
197lllAMBURGERs:Whcrc? I•'RON'1'IER
!tESTA URANT across from Popejoy
Hall. 'rhc Jnt<>st In broiled rood. Cnll 2600GGO for orders .!:<'_flO, 7 :30 to 7 :SO. G/G

GETIING IT TOGETHER?
Are you aworo of the Mental Hcollh
l'oom, providing counseling with stu·

denls for a variety of social-personal
difficulties? At rho Student Health
Center, 277-3136

1

"No Room for Wilderness"
' The Sierra Club film, "No
Room For Wilderness," will be
presented at 8:30p.m. April 30 in
room 139 of the biology building.
The public is invited.
The. presentation is sponsored
by the UNM chapter of Phi Sigma,
the national biology honorary
society. Phi Sigma will hold a
business meeting at 6:30 in room
139.

Math Contest
A mathematics book will be
awarded to the winner of the
UNM freshman mathematics
contest to be held 9 a.m. May 1 in
the honors lou.nge of Zimmerman
library.
All UNM freshmen are eligible
with no pre-registration required.
The problems will test ingenuity
and knowledge of mathematics
through the first year of calculus.
The contest is part of the UNM
mathematics honor program.

Nizhoni Dancers
The Nizhoni Dancers, including
representatives from almost all the
Southwest and Plains Indian tribes
in the state, will perform at
Johnson Gym at 7:30 p.m. May 1
in their 16th annual scholarship
drive for the UNM Kiva Club.
Tickets are $2 for adults, $1.50
for students and $1 for children.

Representatives
U.S. Representatives Manuel
Lujan, Hamil ton Fish and William
Steiger will present their views on
what the Nixon administration's
proposals for governmental
reorganization and revenue
sharing will mean to this area
April 30 at 2:30 p.m. in the
biology building, room 100.
Questions will be accepted
from the audience. The public is
invited to the program. The forum
is sponsored by the department of
political science.
fllilllliilllli!liillllli:lftllll:llllillif.llllil:liii:Jii:lllil:!l:llllillll:lii!:ll!lilllllliiliiCii:J!illllll

Alum Group Honors

Dismissed Chairman
As '71 P.E. Leader
Armond Seidler, current
chairman of the Health, Physical
Education and Recreation
(HPER) department received the
1971 UNM Alumni Association's
"Distinguished Leader in Physical
Education" award.
It was the first time the award
was given to a UNM faculty
member.
The award was presented to
Seidler at the annual banquet of
the national convention of the
American Association for Health,
Physical Education, and
Recreation in Detroit.
Seidler said he was "extremely
pleased" to receive the award.
Seidler's chairmanship of the
HPER department will be
terminated June 6 following his
January notification by Richard
Dean of Education.

the administrative proc<•s.~ of Llw
draft syst<•m.
A panel of specialists on
selective s<>rvice law will speak on
deferments such as medical and
conscientious objection on
Wednesday.
Repres<>ntatives from the state
seleclive service and local draft
attornies will confront each other
on the role of the draft counselor
on Thursday.
The seminar will conclude on
Friday with a lecture on the
alternatives to the draft such as
resistance, joining the armed
forces, conscie11tious objection or
going to Canada.
The program will begin at 9:30
p.m. each night and is sponsored
by thP. Draft and Military
Information Service, ASUNM, and
th~ GSA.
Intere.;ted people should
register at the Law Sehool or
phone 277-2146 or 277-3843.
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Thursday. April 29
Pow·er Cells; Uniont room

noon.

230;

GSA Allocations Committee: Union,
room 230: a p.m.
Christian Science Organization~
Union, room 230; 7 p.m.
Pi Lambda Theta; Union, room 129;
7p.m.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Union, room
231-a; 7 p.m.
Vietnam Veterans Against the War;
Union, room 250-C: 7:30p.m.
Ella Tamshe Lecture; Education
103; 8 p.m.
Circle K: Union. 250-A; 9:15 p.m.
Las Chicanas clothing drive: Union,
lobby; all day.

FORSALE

BLUm

FORMAL!

"Women in Academe"
Margaret Rumbarger, assistant
general secretary of the American
Association of University
professors will speak on "Women
in Academe" and collective
bargaining for the faculty, April
30 at the AAUP meeting at 3 p.m.
in the north Union ballroom.

Ella Tamshe, 23 - year - old
chairman of the information
department of the Union of
Russian Students in, Israel, will
speak on "College Life and
Anti-Semitism in the Soviet
Union," on April 29 at 8 p.m. in
education building, room 103.

Lobos Go Into Annual Clash As Winners
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Varsity-Alumni Classic Saturday
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REPERTORY

Behind a two-game total of
23 hits, the Lobo baseball team
crushed the New Mexico State
Aggies in Tuesday night's
doubleheader by the scores of
17-4 and 12-2.
The highlight of the first
game, won 17-4, was a grand
slam in the fifth inning by
leftfielder Tom McBee.
Altogether the Lobo's managed
13 hits in the process of
blowing New Mexico State's
Tom White and Tom Vickers
off the mound.
The first game also saw
Lobo Bob Faford break the
UNM record for season hits.
Faford slammed out two
singles and a three-run tri pie to
pick up· his 64th hit, topping
Mike McLaughlin's 1968
record of 63 hits.
The Aggies did manage to
produce some firepower in the
final inning, collecting two
runs. However their rally didn't
occur until after their bench
was emptied by umpire Bill
Raymer for "insulting
language."
This weekend the Lobo's
travel to El Paso.

A five-day seminar "to produce
as many competent draft
counselors as possible" will be
held from May 3-7 at the Law
school.
Lou Marion, a clinical law
student, said the seminar will
begin on Monday with a history
and structure of the selective
service system.
Tuesdays class will be a lecture
in practical aspects of dealing with
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mstolen Kisses' is a movie I'll cherish
for a very long time. One of Truffaut's
best-strong, sweet, explosively funny.
Delphine Seyrig seduces Leaud in
one of the most erotic, nonsex
scenes I've ever seen in a movie."
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received no instructions when he
voted at noon in the President's
garage on write-in candidates, but
after he voted, he "got curious about
that missing candidate."
"I walked back and asked about
her. The guy told me I would have to
write her in if I wanted to vote for
her. He told me a little late. Anyway,
having already voted, and then
specifically asking how to vote for a
write-in, I got a short course in the
science of operating a voting
machine.
"On the way out, I noticed a little
dittoed sign that read something like,
'Attention voters: Diane Frasher is
on the ballot. If you want to vote for
her, you must write her in.' It was
situated so a person at the sign-in
desk would not be likely to see it
unless he made a complete
right-face."
Another staffer, who voted in the
Union earlier, said she "wasn't
instructed about anything."
"I voted on the peace treaty, .but
only because I asked," she added.
The typical student, however,
seemed to be exemplified by two
leggy girls strolling by the machines
in Hokona Hall about 2 p.m. The
poll workers there pointed out no
one was voting, "and you won't have
to wait in line."
"I'll vote later," one of the girls
said, and they continued on their
way to their rooms.

Election

Mah,es Little
Deni In Quiet
By SUE MAJOR
Apathy and the county voting
machines won another election at
UNM yesterday.
Although there was a reported
record turn-out, several candidates
speculated the less - than - exciting
campaigning had little to do with it.
"They turned out to kill the
budget," someone said.
Even campaign signs did not
appear to be noticed particularly.
Two candidates complained about
signs being ripped off, but the
complaints have not been made
officially. Students scurried by the
kiosks in front of the Union and
Mitchell Hall without reading.
A stranger on campus the day
before the election remarked,
"You'd never know by the attitude
of the students there was a major
election on campus."
Signs every 15 feet along walks to
the polling places on election day
read cryptically "Dawn," and
featured prominently a presidential
and vice presidential ticket, with
smaller pictures of 14 of the 18
Senate candidates below.
It could have been mistaken for an
endorsement, except that there were
only 10 Senate seats up for grabs.
And one disgruntled student
walked around campus with a sign:
"Dawn is a polluter."
At the polling places, activity was
little more exciting. Lines, if any,
were short.
One write-in candidate was
actually an official candidate whose
name, through mix-ups and her
failure to attend a candidates'
meeting, was left off the ballot. The
whole affair was discovered too late
to place her name on the machine
but the Elections Commission
promised "to do our very best" to
place her name on flyers outside the
machines at each of the polling
places, and on the sample ballots,
but few students appeared to take
the time to read.
One Lobo staffer reported he

editorial

Budget
Qhjecti~es

. Necessary

With a voter turnout lighter than
last year's, the proposed '71-'72
ASUNM budget was defeated by 256
votes yesterday. However, only
slightly over half the number of
students who voted, voiced an
opinion on the proposed
expenditures.
Despite being handicapped by the
lack of a bank of computers like the
ones the TV networks use to
interpret election returns, several
conclusions suggest themselves.

First, the people who did .vot,e
specifically on the budget, or d1dn t
vote at all, liked it.
Second, those who didn't vote on
the budget or constitution, but did
vote on the candidates, were
reluctant to commit themselves on
issues they didn't fully understand.
Third, many people voting in the
election didn't notice the row of
levers in the voting machines with
the two referendum questions, the
budget and the revised constitution.
Four, except for 1700 people,
UNM students are indifferent to
what projects the ASUNM
government spends the activity fees
on.
But while I can speculate at length
on the motivation of the body
politic, the Senate and the new
executive cannot. They must
pinpoint the objections. to the
proposed budget and rework the
document in preparation for the
next fiscal year, beginning July 1.
Both the disaffected parties, and
students pleased with the budget,
whether their own interests are
involved or not, now have to come
out with specific recommendations,
specific gripes, specific justifications
for their requests and detailed
line-item budgets to give the nevily-constituted Senate and executive the
essential facts and opinions they
must have to pull a budget together.
Casey Church
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Trucking Along

A UNM student walks over
campaign signs in the Mall
following Wednesday's elections.
The signs, some of them against
the proposed ASUNM budget, had
successful results. The budget was
defeated but students will have to
vote again on a new one which
will be drawn up as soon as
possible.

Newly elected ASUNM officers
already agree on one thing: a new
ASUNM budget must be drawn up
and passed by the voters as soon
as possible, preferably before the
semester's end.
Students Wednesday defeated
978 to 722 a proposed budget for
$2 3 9, 8 7 3 in funding for
organizations and projects on
campus.
Signs posted all over campus
during the election urged students
to vote "no" on the proposed
budget.
Student government leaders
have several theories why the
budget was lcilled, most centering
around student dissatisfaction
over funding of Intramurals and
Recreation Board, Child Day Care
Center, the Union crafts area and
minority studies.
"I've gotten some feedback the
'liberals' on campus were against
funding of 'conservative' projects
and the 'conservatives' were
against funding of 'liberal'
projects," said David Loy,
chairman of the Senate Finance
Committee which drew up the
defeated measure.
Newly el e etc d ASUNM
President Ken White said the
budget failed because "we fund so
many groups, they aren't pleased
with the funds we can give them.
So priorities must be set for full
funding of some projects and
partial funding of others."
Former ASUNM President Eric
N e !son, however, said the
question on the budget "forgot to
ask students whether they even

Trade Restrictions to Be Relaxed Soon

Nixon Expects to Visit Red China

analrvsis
,..

Grading System a Hype
involved in the educational
enterprise .. Yet we persist in using
decimal point differences in grades as
the basis for important decisions
which significantly affect people's
lives. The resultant injustice is a
scandal, but the shame has thus far
failed to deter us from the practice.
I repudiate out of hand that
students want and need grades. I am
told, for example, that students want
grades so that they can tell how they
are doing in comparison with others.
Maybe so, but if so, it Js only
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because we have conscientiously
indoctrinated them to make this sort
of comparison.
I am told that students need
grades as a motivation to learn. This
may be true with respect to the
wretched stuff that we compel them
to learn; it obviously is not true with
respect to learning the things they
want to learn. If we made knowledge
attractive - and that is our real task
as teachers - we would not need to
compel students to learn by holding
over them the threat of low grades.

The real reason we have the
system dcspertttely needs some sort
of coverage. For, in truth, it is not
the students who need the grading
system, it is we, the teachers, who
want and need it. We need it to
buttress our professorial authority.
The plain truth is that most of us
teachers lack the profound
knowledge, the high wisdom, and the
pedagogical acumen which would
give us natural authority over our
students. Lacking this natural
authority, we seek an artificial
authority in the grading system.
The grading power has corrupted
both teachers and students and has
made the higher learning in America
a wretched enterprise that is not
worth the time and energy and
money that is spent on it. It is the
grading power, I believe, which has
made possible the .perpetuation of a
curriculum which was outmoded 25
years ago and which grows less and
less relevent to the human condition
with each passing hour. This power
ought to be destroyed. The way to
destroy it is to get rid of the whole
stupid grading system.
The hell of it is - and this is
almost always the case in such
matters - the only people who are in
a position to wipe out the grading
system arc the very people who have
a vested interest in its preservation.
Unless ... unless the students find a
way somehow to get rid of it.

Ill

Offing

But What Killed the Old One?

' ... And Here's A Few For You!'

By PROF. JOSEF W. FOX
(University of Northern Iowa)
The grading system, as it operates
on the college and university level,
does more to pervert the true
function of higher education than
anything else that I know of.
Conversely, no change that I can
think of would do more to improve
the quality of the higher learning in
American than to wipe out the
whole grading operation.
Someday, I am convinced, this
reform will come. The college or
university that does it first will earn
for itself an enviable place in
educational history.
The evils of the grading system are
known to everyone. It sets up false
goals and then compels students to
pursue these goals. Even good
students who perceive the absurdity
of the system, are constrained by its
all-encompassing pressures to
knuckle under to it. So long as the
system abides, even these students
cannot afford to ignore it. In the
end, too, they start dealing in the
false coin of grades. They study not
what they need to study to achieve
fulfillment, they study whatever it is
that they are required to study to
attain good grades.
The wild inaccuracy of the grading
system as a measure of anything that
is meaningful has been exposed a
"thousand times and is well known to
everyone who is even tangentally

•

WASHINGTON (UP!)President Nixon said Thursday he
hopes and expects to visit
Communist China sometime. But
he declared speculation about
American support for admission
of the Peking regime to the
United Nations was "premature,"
Nixon said he would continue
the policy of improving relations
with mainland Chilla, a policy
spurred by the recent visit of an
American table tennis team to the
mainland.
He said he would announce
within a few weeks a list of items
that the United States would be
willing to trade with China.
"What we have done is broken
the ice," Nixon said. "Now what
we have to do is test the water to
see how deep it is."
Commenting on speculation
that he might make a trip to
Communist China, Nixon said, "I
hope to visit mainland China." he
said he did not Jcnow when this
might be accmplishcd, but that he
hoped to go "in some capacity."
Nixon said it was a long term
goal of his administration to
improve relations with the Peking
regime. But he said some
speculation that has occurred
since the visit of the U.S. table
tennis team "has not been
useful."

Appearing before reporters for
the second time in two weeks, the
President, .in a formal, televised
news conference from the White
House, emphasized that a North
Vietnamese promise to release
American prisoners would not be
enough to permit a total
withdrawal of U.S. forces from
Vietnam.
He said he needs "n:>t just a
promise but a commitment" from
Hanoi to release the POW's.
A North Vietnamese promise
to discuss the release of U.S.
prisoners in exchange for the
withdrawal of American forces
"means nothing," Nixon said.
"We need action on their part
and a commitment," he said.
He said "total withdrawal"
would have to be delayed until
that commitment is granted. He
recalled that President Lyndon B.
Johnson had agreed to end the
bombing on what he took was a
genuine promise by the
communists to enter into serious
negotiations - a promise he said
they did not keep.
The President was also asked if
he would agree to the
establishment of a court of
inquiry to determine who was
responsible for getting the Ullited
States in Vietnam. He said he did
not want to "cast the blame" on

either Johnson or President John
F. Kennedy, but he did not
directly respond to the suggestion
that . a court of inquiry be
assembled.
As for mainland China, the
President was aslced about the
views expressed by Vice President
Sprio T. Agnew which appeared
to differ from the new White
House policy. Nixon noted
Agnew's remarks were made in an
off·the-record interview, at a GOP
governors conference in
Williamsburg, Va., and "I think
it's very hard for a Vice President
to be off the record."
He said that Agnew often
malct:>s his views known if he
opposes some proposed policy,
but that once the President makes
a decision the Vice President "will
publicly support those policies."
In his first public reaction to
the anti·war protesters staging
three we~s of demonstrations in
the Capital, President Nixon said
he sympathized with their desire
to end the conflict.
But he defended his policy of
gradual withdrawal as one which
would insure peace for them and
their children. To do otherwise,
he said, would "create a
dangerous situation in the Pacific
and increase the danger of war in
the future."

wanted to pay the $12 activity
fee, so we were illegal anyway."
The ASUNM Constitution
states the student activity fee
"shall be subject to referendum
whenever a change in its amount
or distribution is to be effected."
Vice President elect Jack
O'Guinn, who must appoint
senators for the finance
committee which will draw up a
new budget, said he is now in the
process of appointing senators to
committees, and that he plans to
call an emergency Senate session
to confirm the appointments.
"Line item by line item I can
see why the students are upset
about the budget. They don't
know why certain things were
done," he added.
Loy said one possible reason
the budget was defeated was
dissatisfaction over funding of the
crafts area. "We cut their request
by half, but this was still a 250
percent increase over this year."
Crafts area ·personnel,
unsatisfied with their proposed
allocation, dittoes off some of t.he
anti·budget signs on campus.
The crafts area would have
received $3142 under the new
budget, an increase of slightly less
than $2000 over this year.
However, the area asked'.\for
$11,000, mo~t of which would go
for new equipment. Nelson
recommended to Senate the area
be given $6000
The proposed allocation to the
Child Day Care Center "probably
was. a major factor in the defeat of
the budget," said GSA President
Bert Hansen.
"The center is a top priority for
GSA, but it is not one of the toll.:.
for ASUNM. 'rhey decide the
money, however, because we base
our funding on a percent of their
allocation," he said.
The budget recommtmded
$52 00 for the center, $2600 of
whi!'h GSA would re·pay to
ASUNM.
Sen, Juan Abeyta, another
member of the last finance
committee, said ASUNM
attempted to fund "too many
organizations for that amount of
money."
Abeyta suggested increasing the

ceiiing of spending in the general
budget to $250,000 rather than
$240,000 Senate attempted to
operate under.
He also said "some" minority
group students voted against the
budget because they considered
the Drop·In Center, minority
scholarships and the minority
studies centers underfunded.
Under the defeated budget, the
Drop-In Center would have
received $2800 and minority
scholarship5 would have been
given the same amount as this
year, $3500.
Chicano Studies would have
received $4220; Black Studies
$3000; and Native American
Studies nothing.
"Allocations for The Lobo and
KUNM were quite large and thus
less funding could be given to
smaller organizations," he added.
Intramural and Recreation
Board may have been another area
which helped defeat the 'budget.
The budget showed no funds
allocated this year to the board.
However, $10,000 would be
transferred from this year's
allocation for operation next year.
Loy also said he heard some
dissatisfaction expressed over not
funding the Popular
Entertainment. Committee.
"The people who are going to
suffer (over the budget defeat) are
the students," Loy said.

Students Endorse
Treaty for Peace
The People's Peace
Treaty stating that "the
war in Indochilla is being
carried out

without

th"

consent of the American
people," and that "the
American and Vietnamese
people are not enemies,"
has been officially
endorsed by UNM
students.
707 voters indicated
support for the Treaty and
249 students voted against
it on a special ballot
handed out at polling
places during the ASUNM
elections.

New Dea-dline Saves Laggard Enrollees
In an attempt to make registration calendar of events in
pre-registration work, Associate the fall schedule of r!a$Ses. Unde1·
Registrar Robert Weaver the entry for July 1, it states:
yesterday afternoon extended the Deadline for receipt of early
dead 1i n e for returning course rElgistration materials from all
request cards one week to noon, students." This deadline is for
new students, that is freshmen
MayS.
Only 6100 students had and transfer.
requested fall classes, with Weaver
The math and computer science
expecting some 12,000 to return departments had both considered
in the fall.
this the deadline. Weaver has
'fhis postponemElnt will delay made special arrangements with
one week the enrollm(1nt status these departments to turn in
reports to the various course requests after the deadline,
departments, but they will still be If you have any questions, please
due back in the record's office call Weaver's office, 277·2125.
May 31.
Weaver also iltformed The Lobo
Weaver clarified the early
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the new catalog will be available
May 7 in~tcad of th~ possible six
weeks reported in yesterday's
Lobo.
Students should fill out their
course requests as soon as possible
and mail it back to the record's
office. If you plan to return to
UNM next fall and Iiave not
received the registration packet,
please stop by the administration
building (Scholes Hall), room 108.
NOTE: i don't know who "you
know who" is but you better tell
Everett someone is stealing his
story matter.
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"End Game"

Students of UNM's drama
department perform in Samuel
Beckett's play, "End Game." The
play is part of a series of one·act
plays which senior drama students
are scheduled to present. "End
Game" will be shown through this
weekend.

